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Welcome to Bank of Ireland Life’s Technical 
Times. Given the circumstances we find 
ourselves in at the moment, we toyed with 
the idea of rebranding as “Interesting” Times. 
It has been a pretty tumultuous few months 
in the world and in our industry; we hope you 
and your families continue to keep well.

In this edition we are going to review some of 
the measures that Bank of Ireland Life has put 
in place to support our customers during the 
COVID-19 pandemic as well as looking at a few 
interesting sidebars in terms of the Pensions 
Roadmap / Programme for Government and 

what we may see for the rest of 2020 and into 2021.

I’m delighted to say that we have also included contributions 
from our Head of Corporate Products, Patrick Cosgrave, with 
some information on the recent launch of our transformational 
new Corporate Pensions platform, MyPension365 and from our 
Head of Investment Sales, Andy Ivory-Corr, who has shared his 
insights on Lifestyle Investing (IRIS). We hope that the content is 
both interesting and relevant to you. If you have any feedback or 
questions we would love to hear from you. Our team of specialists 
are now all working remotely but are on hand to assist you with 
any technical queries you might have. Please feel free to contact 
us at lifeandpensions@bankofirelandlife.ie.

Enjoy the read and stay safe.
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Industry  
Updates

Against the backdrop of COVID-19, the negotiations to form a new Government were concluded at the end of June with a 
tri-party coalition now in place. The “Programme for Government – Our Shared Future” was published and later ratified. The 
document includes a wide range of proposals, with a number of references to the pension system in Ireland.

State Contributory Pension (SCP)

As we mentioned in the last edition, the election manifestos of many parties put a particular focus on the fact that the 
qualifying age for SCP is set to increase to age 67 with effect from 1 January next year. There had been promises of reducing 
the qualifying age back to 65 or stopping any future increase to the qualifying age.

What next?

The new Government have stated that, pending a report from the Commission for Pensions, the SCP qualifying age will 
remain at 66 with the increase to 67 from 1 January 2021 being deferred, possibly by one year. There is no reference to 
whether or not this will have any knock on impacts on future increases to qualifying age. Remember that the qualifying 
age is set to increase to 68 in 2028 and thereafter would be subject to ongoing reviews in line with rules set out in the 
previous Government’s Pensions Roadmap. If it does get deferred indefinitely it’s potentially good news if you were born 
on or after 1 January 1955.

Since this announcement, there has been a lot of media talk on the matter and recently the Irish Fiscal Advisor Council 
(IFAC) produced a long-term sustainability report. The report includes a warning that if the decision is made to leave 
the qualifying age at 66 then more cash has to be found from somewhere. This comes at a time when social welfare 
payments are most stretched with the various COVID-19 support payments in place.

The IFAC report noted that while just 22% of the Irish adult population today are over 65 that figure is expected to rise 
to 47% by 2050. The other relevant figure is the old-age dependency ratio or how many people of working age there are 
for every person over age 65. Ireland has one of the lowest rates in the EU at 21.2%, almost 5 of working age for every 
person over 65. This is compared to the EU average of 30.5%. The report notes that in about 15 years Ireland is likely to 
hit the EU average meaning less people of working age to persons over 65.

The stark reality is that any change to the current qualifying age rules would only really be viable if it was underpinned by 
one or both of the following:

1. A reduction in the rate of SCP

2. An increase to the current rates of PRSI

Neither option would be considered very appealing by a Government in its first year but difficult decisions like these 
come with the territory at the moment. The question for the Government is whether to continue a policy that, up 
until recently, had fairly broad political support. We will need to see how this one plays out when the economic plan is 
published in October.

There were other references to SCP in the Programme, some of which were included in the Pensions Roadmap:

• There will no longer be a requirement for those retiring at 65 to sign on and be actively seeking work. An early 
retirement allowance or pension will be payable at the same rate as the job seekers benefit

• Introduction of the proposed Total Contributions Approach (PRSI) to qualification
• Introduction of a system to defer payments of SCP with actuarial increases to future payments
• A facility to allow people who don’t have the requisite number of PRSI contributions paid at their qualifying age to 

continue to make PRSI (voluntary) payments beyond that point and increase their SCP payments accordingly
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Auto-enrolment (AE)

The new Government confirmed that they intend to continue with plans to roll out AE. There are however serious question 
marks about the current proposed date of introduction which is 2022.

The Programme quite rightly calls out the fact that many employers and employees find themselves under exceptional 
financial pressure at the moment and so the introduction of AE will be more gradual and phased. The phased roll-out is now 
proposed to take place over a 10 year period.

It’s very difficult to see a situation where AE will be considered as a priority matter while the effects of COVID-19 continue to 
have such an impact on the economy. The cost of the proposed infrastructure alone is likely to push out the introduction date 
for 2 or 3 years.

What else could we see?

Access to a withdrawal from pension funds

A proposal was put to the Minister for Finance to allow individuals to access to up to 25% of their private pension funds 
(capped at €30,000). Unlike the previous measure which allowed early access to AVC funds (only), withdrawals were to  
be a tax and levy free payments which would be offset against future tax-free retirement lump sum.

The rationale for allowing early access was to provide financial support to households and give an injection into the economy. 

The Minister confirmed that there are no plans to introduce any measures that would allow early access to pensions  
at this time. He also referred to the package of support measures that have been introduced in response to the impact 
of COVID-19.

There are certainly pros and cons to this one. Bank of Ireland Life would agree that accessing pensions early is a complex 
matter and there is always a risk that it undermines the ethos of saving for retirement and could dilute provision for 
adequate income in retirement.

Changes to the pension tax provisions

While there has been no specific mention of any changes to the tax treatment of pensions and pension contributions we 
will be looking to the next Budget, and subsequent Finance Act, with interest.

Bank of Ireland Life has a strong view that there should be no return of a levy on private pensions. The reality is that one 
of the fallouts of COVID-19 that we have seen is a cessation or reduction in pension contributions to many schemes, 
more on that later. Employers and employees who continue to fund for their retirement should not be penalised at this 
time.

During the election campaign, Sinn Fein had called for a significant reduction in the amount of the Standard Fund 
Threshold, currently €2m.

A reduction in the earnings cap for tax relief on pension contributions, currently €115,000 and a move away from toprate 
Income Tax relief on pension contributions have also been thrown out as possible tax wins for the new Government.

While nothing has been mentioned at Government level about any of these measures coming to fruition we would 
suggest that nothing is off the table when October rolls around.

Watch this space and stay tuned for our Budget update….

The first point in particular is an interesting one as many people who reached age 65 felt a certain stigma associated with 
claiming “unemployment” or job seekers payments. Claimants were also being asked to provide evidence of availability to 
work and show that they were genuinely seeking another job. In many cases this was not the reality of their situation.

On the other side of the coin, when it comes to long-term sustainability, how effective is an increase in the qualifying 
age for SCP if everyone who ceases employment at 65 qualifies for another type of SW pension payment? Albeit a lower 
amount with a different name. Remember that under the current rules Jobseekers Benefit is only payable up to the 
claimants 66th birthday. Had the increase in qualifying age gone ahead, many people would have had that payment 
cease with no SW payment due until they turned 67.
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COVID-19
Bank of Ireland 
customer supports

The phrase the “New Normal” is something that we’ve become accustomed to hearing….a lot! Many of us, myself included, are 
probably not quite sure what it even means or looks like at this point! What is very clear though is that COVID-19 has, and will 
continue to have, a big impact on both our business and our customers for some time to come.

One of the immediate impacts of the pandemic saw businesses closing; redundancies and temporary lay-offs of staff and 
unfortunately some of our customers were hit by this. The Government reacted to this by providing a number of supports, 
including the Temporary Wage Subsidy Scheme. 

Bank of Ireland Life also responded to some of the challenges facing our customers and has put in place a number of 
supports across all our product lines. These have been communicated to you over the last few months but we felt it was 
worthwhile to review some of these, update you on certain supports, and share with you some of what we have been seeing in 
the past three or four months.

Protection

 • Premium waiver for Mortgage Protection policyholders who have been granted a payment break on their 
mortgages. This was initially put in place for 3 months and has now been extended up to 30 September. The 
waiver also applies to Term Assurance policies that are assigned to a mortgage. It’s important to note that we  
do not require premiums to be repaid at a later date

 • Premium deferral for Term Assurance policyholders with continuation of cover. This was initially put in place 
for 3 months and has now been extended up to 30 September. It’s important to note that the policyholder is 
required to pay the deferred premiums after the end of the deferral period

 • Unit linked protection policyholders, whose policy is due for review up to 30 September, will have the option
 • to delay the review for 3 months

The reality of the crisis has hit home in Bank of Ireland Life with our Claims Team having had to deal with a number of 
COVID-19 related claims. Details as at 10 July are included in the table below:

Benefit Claims Paid Claims Pending Average Age

Death 24 4 73

Hospital Cash 6 0 49

Absence from Work 1 0 47

Income Protection 3 2 37

Savings, Pensions and Investment

 • Switch and part-encashment fees (where applicable) continue to be waived until 31 August
 • Minimum premiums on pension and savings policies remain reduced to €50 per month
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Corporate Pensions

This area was one of the first where we saw customers contacting us for guidance around what was allowed in terms of a 
temporary cessation of pension contributions due to lack of affordability, redundancies and temporary lay-offs of staff.

Given the different variables, we pulled together a working group to try and identify what supports we could offer. This lead to 
us producing an advisor update which we hope covers all the possible scenarios.

The main points are:

 • All pension contributions or employer pension contributions only can be ceased up to the later of 3 months or the 
next scheme renewal date. This is allowed for under the standard Bank of Ireland Life Group Retirement Plan rules

 • In cases of redundancies, life cover can be continued for departing employees at their current level of benefit for 
up to 6 months, subject to payment of premiums

 • Where a scheme has a continuation option, we extended the period this can be exercised from 30 to 60 days 
from the date of leaving service

 • Where employees are temporarily laid off or are in receipt of reduced income, both life cover and disability 
benefits can be maintained at their current levels, subject to payment of premiums. This was initially put in place 
for 3 months and has now been extended for a further 3 months

Click here for further information, including how to apply for any of the above.

As at the end of June, 118 schemes asked us to maintain death in service benefits at pre-COVID levels and these schemes 
covered 6,075 lives. 48 schemes covering 1,460 lives asked us to maintain disability benefits at pre-COVID levels.

Fund switches

The impact of COVID-19 on the markets resulted in a spike in the number of fund switches made by Corporate Pension 
scheme members and holders of PRSAs. There were at total of 1,250 switches processed on Corporate Pensions and PRSAs 
during the 4 months from March to the end of June.

That’s an average of 313 per month compared to a monthly average of 85 for the last 5 months of 2019.

We hope that gives you a sense of how Bank of Ireland Life has helped support both our advisors and customers during this  
unique time.

Temporary Wage Subsidy 
Scheme and Pensions

The Temporary Wage Subsidy Scheme (TWSS) came into effect on 26 March 2020 and since that time it has provided a huge 
financial support to workers whose employers have been impacted by the pandemic and have been unable to continue to pay 
salaries. The TWSS allows employers to continue to pay their employees and aims to keep employees registered so that they 
are able to get back to work quickly.

To qualify an employer must:

 • Declare to Revenue they have experienced significant negative economic impact, with a minimum of 25% decline 
in turnover

 • Be unable to pay normal outgoings in full, including wages
 • Keep employees on the payroll

https://www.newireland.ie/wp-content/uploads/pdfs/COVID_19_Impact_Group_Pensions.pdf
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Initially set to run for 12 weeks, the Scheme was later extended until the end of August. It was announced that under the July 
jobs stimulus package that a new Employment Wage Support Scheme will succeed the TWSS and run until April 2021. Under 
the new scheme, employers and new firms in sectors impacted by COVID-19 whose turnover has fallen 30% will get a flat rate 
subsidy of up to €203 per week per employee.

We have received a number of queries from employers with pension arrangements with us as to how the TWSS applies to 
those employees who are in receipt of payments under the Scheme and are members of their pension schemes. The Revenue 
has a very detailed set of FAQs covering all aspects of the Scheme, including reference to pensions

.

Click here for Revenue.ie’s ‘Guidance on the Operational phase of the COVID-19’

One of the key points is that the subsidy amount must be paid in full which means that employee pension contributions 
cannot be deducted from the payment.

In circumstances where an employer is maintaining employee salaries at pre-COVID levels and topping up the subsidy 
payment, employee pension contributions can be deducted from the top-up amount.

The guidance around employer contributions is less clear. As previously noted, the rules of the Bank of Ireland Life standard  
Group Retirement Plan do allow for cessation of pension contributions, by both employees and employers. The FAQs also  
note that, in the current circumstances, the Revenue approval of an occupational pension scheme will not be withdrawn  
where an employer who is in receipt of the TWSS is not currently making contributions to the scheme.

Bank of Ireland Life would recommend that each employer should consult the contracts of employment to see if/
how pension contributions are referred to. In circumstances where there is a temporary cessation of employer 
pension contributions, for employees in receipt of payments from TWSS, the employers should communicate this to 
impacted pension scheme members.

Did you know?
Automatic vesting of PRSAs and 
Personal Pensions at age 75

The Finance Act 2016 introduced rules meaning that, where a PRSA or Personal Pension policyholder does not take their 
benefits on or before their 75th birthday, the policies are treated as “vested” at that date.

This brought with it a number of consequences to the policyholder:

 • In the absence of confirmation that the policyholder had not breached their SFT/PFT, 40% chargeable excess  
tax (CET) must be deducted from the value

 • The policyholder no longer has access to the remaining assets of the policy
 – No lump sum
 – No transfer to ARF / purchase of annuity

 • Tax payments on imputed distribution values would be deducted and remitted to Revenue (PRSA only) with  
no actual after tax withdrawals allowed

 • On death, the policy is to be treated, for tax purposes, as an ARF

On March 27 the Government issued guidance to people over 70 stating that they should “cocoon” on the grounds of 
heightened vulnerability to COVID-19. Since that time, many people in this category have continued to avoid nonessential 
contact, some based on medical grounds.

We have had a number of pension customers who reached age 75 since that time who are unable to meet with their financial 
advisors to complete the claims process from their PRSA or Personal Pensions.

https://www.revenue.ie/en/employing-people/documents/pmod-topics/guidance-on-operation-of-twss.pdf
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We contacted the Large Cases Division of Revenue and when we made them aware of this issue they agreed to an 
interim concession. The concession, which applies up to 31 October (for now), confirmed that:

1.  The policies would not vest on the policyholders 75th birthday

2.  Time has been allowed for a retirement claim to be processed at the point where the policyholder is in a position 
to complete the necessary paperwork

3.  Normal retirement options and treatment on death would continue to apply

If you have a client with a PRSA or Personal Pension with Bank of Ireland Life who will turn 75 before the end of October please 
let us know if this extension is required.

While there will be many learnings and reflections to be drawn from the COVID-19 pandemic, one that stands out for our 
industry is the importance of business digitalisation in order to be able to meet our customers’ needs. In a time where 
digital banking is the norm, with the vast majority of customers engaging though digital channels, COVID-19 has seen a huge 
acceleration in the shift to cashless transactions. Even in the world of Corporate Pensions, an area some might see as a 
technology “backwater”, the crisis has shown the clear need for and value of having a digitally enabled business model.

For advisors with Corporate Pension business on their books, client meetings have moved online with Zoom and similar 
platforms becoming ubiquitous. Application forms have been transformed overnight into editable PDF formats as a way to 
help facilitate data capture and submission. However, some aspects of wider Corporate Pension practices have creaked.

The requirement for wet signatures and company seals on Trust Deeds. The obligations (under the Pensions Act) to distribute 
paper based Trustee Annual Reports and Annual Benefit Statements (ABS) to scheme members, which is not always easy (or 
safe) where the members’ postal addresses aren’t available or accurate.

In relation to issuing ABS to members, the US Department of Labour amended their regulations in May. In broad terms, all 
the required retirement plan related communications can be posted on a website, provided the members receive a notice 
at their “electronic address” directing them to that website and they retain the right to request a paper copy and/or opt out 
of receiving electronic communications. This is the direct opposite of how it works here where the requirement is for the 
members to opt in to receiving electronic communications and trustees have to record this consent.

This has resulted in Bank of Ireland Life posting paper ABS to employer addresses even though we are aware that they 
were not operating out of their workplace and that employees were working remotely. All to ensure compliance with the 
requirements under the Pensions Act.

We hope that the Pensions Authority take note of this and acts accordingly.

Closer to home, the enrolment of our first external client of the “Bank of Ireland Life Master Trust” in the midst of the 
COVID-19 lockdown has shown the value of that digitalised business model. Our first client has been successfully on-boarded, 
contributions collected and invested in Bank of Ireland Life funds. All of this was completed on our new MyPension365 
platform using a fully digital journey path. There was no requirement for wet signatures or other paper based documentation 
as the Master Trust Participation Agreement is all completed using a digital signature process by the employer.

We are very excited about what the MyPension365 platform brings to the market. It will allow employers, members and 
advisors to navigate and understand their pension and retirement financial position far easier. In addition, the Bank of Ireland 
Life service model will be greatly enhanced to reduce the current manual task load, thereby moving to a future which is based 
on a standardised and fully automated approach.

The link below is to a video which shows the set up process and provides an outline of how the platform works from an 
employer perspective. You can expect to hear more from your Bank of Ireland Life pension consultant in the coming weeks 
and months. This will include more about our plans for both new customer take-on and making MyPension365 available to our 
existing customers.

MyPension365

For more information about the Bank of Ireland Life Master Trust and how it can 
provide your clients with a solution to future changes in pension legislation please 
talk to your Pension Consultant.

Click here for video

https://www.newireland.ie/webinars/?commid=428686
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Did you know?
Transposition of the  
IORPII Directive

Bank of Ireland Life understands that the new Government will transpose the IORPII directive before the end of the year. 
Recent talk has suggested a September or October implementation date.

There will then be a lead in period for all occupational pension schemes to comply with the terms of the directive, we expect 
this lead in period to be over a year. There have been no recent updates in relation to whether or not the directive will apply to 
single member schemes.

Written by Andy Ivory-Corr, Head of Investments, New Ireland

‘In theory there is no difference between theory and practice, but in 
practice there is’ – Yogi Berra

This famous quote came to mind in a recent conversation with a Financial Advisor around our lifestyling strategy - Passive IRIS 
2020. On the date of my conversation (17th April) with the Advisor, the one year return on Passive IRIS ARF 2020 was showing 
a return of -1.5% and Year to Date (YTD) of -4.8%. So a negative return on both accounts. The Advisor was concerned, correctly 
so, about how a lifestyling strategy, could deliver a ‘negative return’ to a client on their year of retirement? And what would this 
mean for the client?

This got me thinking about a few topical debates we have seen over the last few years, around how the industry today thinks 
about retirement planning and the correct strategy to recommend for clients who intend to invest through an ARF (Approved 
Retirement Fund).

Many Advisors, who are advocates of long term investing, now suggest that a client at age 60 (for example), intending to 
retire at 65, isn’t investing for 5 years, but is in fact investing for a period of 25 years or more. The basis of this investment 
term, it is argued, is determined not by the clients’ age to retirement, but on the basis of the clients’ life expectancy. We 
all know that today, people are generally living longer lives, so this needs to be factored in when you are planning for 
your clients’ future investment needs.

Allowing for this ‘longer life expectancy’ means clients need to have a greater exposure to growth assets for longer, therefore 
affording them the potential for much stronger long term returns. This would see a client having a more aggressive asset 
allocation as they approach retirement and then carrying that asset allocation into their ARF.

If this is in fact correct, it would suggest that Lifestyling or Target Date investing, as a strategy, is providing clients with an asset 
allocation that is too conservative and not allowing enough potential for growth over the last few years approaching retirement.

Lifestyle  
Investing (IRIS)
Getting the odds on your side!
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Let’s consider this even more:

So thinking about the above concept, it would suggest that a client retiring in 2020, should in fact have an asset allocation that 
is in line with a 15 year plus time horizon, in our case IRIS 2034 onwards (72% equities as of April 2020), rather than the more 
conservative approach that IRIS 2020 (15% equities as of April 2020) would currently provide an investor in their retirement year.

How do the numbers compare? If we take IRIS 2034, the YTD drawdown at the 23rd March of -22.7% is significantly higher 
than the more conservative approach of IRIS 2020, which on the same date had a drawdown of -7.7%.

Fund Performance from 01-01-20 to 24-03-2020

Source: Longboat Analytics

WARNING: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance.

Theory vs Practice

So this is where I believe the difference between theory and practice comes into play. Whilst this theory may in fact hold merit, 
behaviourally the reality may look very different. Let’s look at why this is the case!

Loss aversion and behavioural theory:

We know that most investors are risk averse, which means that in general we don’t like to take unnecessary risk. We know that 
when we do take risk, we feel the pain of loss, roughly twice as much as the pleasure of the equivalent gain. This is a proven 
concept in behavioural theory and so doesn’t really merit debate. Behaviourally, we also know that the average investor will 
break their pre and post retirement into two separate journeys.

Their retirement day marks the end of the first journey (pre-retirement), followed then by the move into their ARF (or Annuity) 
as the beginning of the second journey (post-retirement). Many investors may have worked for 35 years or more before 
reaching their retirement date, and so no matter how much money they have made to this point, or how well their investment 
has done, the returns in their year of retirement will matter! Telling a client in March 2020 who has just reached that milestone 
date and is looking forward to a comfortable retirement, that their fund is down in value by -22%, but has 20 years of potential 
recovery, is unlikely to be a very comfortable conversation or make for a very happy client.

Target date investing is key:

So I think it’s safe to assume that for the vast majority of clients, reducing exposure to risk assets as we come closer to 
retirement makes sense, and that Target Date investing as a strategy works! New Ireland, though our IRIS funds, has the 
longest track record of providing this strategy to clients than any other provider in the Irish market.

A further consideration

There is another point to all this. Prior to the 1999 finance act the ‘second leg’ of the journey was very simple. Clients 
reached their retirement date and had no choice but to take that money and purchase an annuity. This meant that the 
amount of money they held in their hand on that particular day, effectively determined the level of Pension they could 
purchase for the rest of their lives. For that reason, knowing that an annuity rate is determined by long dated bond 
yields, meant that at retirement, IRIS clients were invested primarily in long dated Government bonds. If the value of long 
bonds falls, then yields are rising and Annuity rates rise. The opposite is also true. On this basis, if a clients’ value were to 
fall from €100k to €90k as they approach retirement, the €90k should buy them the same annuity today, as €100k would 
have done a few months earlier. In this instance, the value of a client’s pot on a particular ‘target date’ was vital! This point 
is no different today, even with fewer clients opting for annuities in the current low interest rate environment.
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So what are clients’ choices today?

So today our post retirement clients now have a number of choices as they face into the second leg of the journey:

1) Invest in an ARF

2) Purchase an annuity

3) Where possible, take it all in tax free cash

So asset allocation approaching retirement should be determined by which of these three paths they intend to take. 
New Ireland’s IRIS Lifestyle funds are designed with an asset allocation over the last five years before retirement, 
to match each of these three potential choices. The key here however, is to ensure that each client is in the correct 
fund, with the correct glide path, to match the assets to their chosen path.

Fund Performance from 27-04-2019 – 27-04-2020

For Illustrative purposes only

WARNING: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance.

Long term studies have repeatedly shown that asset allocation is the key ingredient to success in achieving our investment 
objectives. It’s vital for most clients that we don’t try to time the markets. When we create investment portfolios, particularly 
under conditions of uncertainty, we must consider any short term market not in terms of a single result, but a wide range 
of possible outcomes. Instead of trying to work out where the market might go, think more about the consequences for 
each client of where the market goes. New Ireland’s iPort post retirement stochastic modelling tool is a fantastic way of 
demonstrating this very point when advising on ARF v Annuity with clients.

IRIS currently provides pension clients with an asset allocation to match their desired path at retirement. As the above graph 
outlines, a client funding for Cash, which saw no volatility over the last year, meant their fund was protected. Clients funding for 
annuity saw their values rise, as annuity rates continued to fall, protecting their purchasing power on their day of retirement. 
Finally, clients in our IRIS for ARF (after annualised returns of 6.8% per annum over the last five years to retirement), moved to 
their ARF with a very small deficit of -1.9%, from which the next leg of their investment journey should have more than enough 
time to recover.

A final thought

We should all have an asset allocation mix that assumes we don’t know what the future is going to hold. That’s why Lifestyling 
works, but we must know which landing point we require! This means having a conversation with each client invested through 
this strategy, with five years or less to go to retirement, to ensure they are positioned in the correct version of the fund to 
bring them successfully into the second leg of their retirement journey.

Before I finish, lets go back to the conversation I referred to in the opening paragraph. It turns out the client intended on 
purchasing an annuity, but was in fact invested in IRIS for ARF, right strategy, but the wrong fund!
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Comments or Feedback

If you have any feedback in relation to our newsletter we’d love to hear from you. Similarly, if there is a particular topic 
you’d like us to cover in a future issue, please let us know. 

We look forward to hearing from you.

Contact Us

Life and Pensions Technical Team

Email: lifeandpensions@bankofirelandlife.ie

This newsletter is intended for information purposes only and should not be relied upon without seeking appropriate advice. Bank of Ireland Life believes any information contained in this newsletter 
to be materially accurate but Bank of Ireland Life does not warrant its accuracy and completeness. All opinions and estimates constitute best judgment as at August 2020 and are subject to change 
without notice.  
The content of this newsletter may not be reproduced, either in whole or in part, without the written consent of Bank of Ireland Life.  
Life assurance and pension products are provided by New Ireland Assurance Company plc trading as Bank of Ireland Life. New Ireland Assurance Company plc trading as Bank of Ireland Life  
is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. A member of Bank of Ireland Group.
Bank of Ireland is a tied agent of New Ireland Assurance Company plc for life and pensions business.
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WARNING: Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance.
WARNING: The value of your investment may go down as well as up.
WARNING: If you invest in this fund you may lose some or all of the money you invest.
WARNING: The funds may be affected by changes in currency exchange rates.
WARNING: If you invest in this product you will not have access to your money until your retirement date.
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